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The slowdown on the global financial markets is a thing of the recent past, as evident from first-

quarter  2016  cheering  up  in  slightly  higher  oil  prices,  steady  manufacturing,  low  unemployment,  and

growing wages and consumer spending. Year to date the S&P 500 advanced 2.34% to 2,091.70, the Dow

Jones Industrial Average rose 3.24% to 17,990.32, and the Nasdaq NMS Composite Index slid 2.38% to

4,888.28 at the close of April 26, held back by Apple Inc (AAPL) because the tech giant said quarterly sales

of iPhone devices declined for the first time in thirteen years. At mid-month April, stocks in London rose 2%

and were looking for their longest winning streak in almost a month. Meanwhile, the MSCI Asia Pacific

Index rose almost  2% and was looking to  close at  its  highest  number in  three months.  Two combined

Chinese indexes jumped almost 6%, and, in fact, no world market or index suffered a loss to date through

April 13, 2016. Economic indicators could beat or surprise unexpectedly, so dribbling up to portfolio of

basket  fundamentals,  such as  the company or  organization’s  balance results  and metrics  for  calculating

business profit,  growth and value.  Similarly what  matters is  a macro-sustained and rational  opinion on

whether the U.K. should exit the European Union or, as a British transgender citizen said, “stay there and be

part of all the changes going on” such as lower bank rates and migration nowadays. A referendum in the

U.K. is scheduled to take place on June 23.

Fewer U.K.-listed  companies  issued profit  warnings  during the first  quarter  due to  optimism of

higher  oil  prices.  However,  Ernest  &  Young  LLP warned  that  profit  warnings  were  still  running  at

“remarkably high” levels given the substantial  downgrade in profit  expectations at  the end of last  year.

“Support services, general retailers and media were among the sectors that issued the most,” the accounting

company said. “Almost half of companies that warned on profits had issued at least one warning last year

too.”  Perhaps  unsurprisingly  and  seen  as  healthy  market  re-positioning,  the  sector  with  the  highest

percentage  of  companies  warning so far  in  2016 has  been the  oil  equipment,  services  and distribution

industry, where half of companies have issued warnings. The second half of the year for U.K. and Ireland

could see a rush of action in new debt and equity issues and deals, if oil finds a sweet spot, inflation remains

within acceptable bounds and geopolitical uncertainties do not break confidence.

Widely  discussed  too,  about  1,230  energy-related  companies  operating  in  the  U.S.  have  issued

common stock or depository receipts trading on the U.S. or Canadian stock exchanges. Most are struggling

on year-to-date negative performance but are covered by multiple rating agencies. In the subsector of large

midstream  is  Magellan  Midstream  Partners  (MMP)  that  looks  quite  different  from  a  small  upstream

company like Carrizo Oil & Gas (CRZO). Below a 10%-line of all stocks rated from 1 buy to 5 sell, and

worth additional due diligence are Enterprise Products Partners (EPD), Rice Midstream Partners (RMP), and

TransMontaigne Partners (TLP). TLP posted annual net earnings of $41.7 million compared with $32.5

million in 2014. Wall Street sees 3% rise in profit before taxes this year. TransMontaigne is controlled by its

general partner, TransMontaigne GP, which was sold on February 1 by an affiliate of NGL Energy Partners

(NGL) to a private equity fund. Buckeye Partners LP (BPL) outperformed some peers in the midstream

sector, although most industry members were losing market value in 2015. Sentiment compares with NGL

Energy Partners (NGL), VTTI Energy Partners (VTTI),  and World Point Terminals (WPT). The related

exchange-traded  fund  Alerian  MLP (AMLP)  dropped  44% on  year  to  $9.60  as  of  February 17,  2016.

Buckeye is indirectly exposed to commodity prices through production levels. Therefore the direction of
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crude oil  and natural gas prices would impact the company’s divisions: (1) pipelines and terminals, (2)

global marine terminals, and (3) merchant services.

U.S. government spending is elaborated during the Presidential campaign by both democratic and

republican candidates. In what seems like a gradual walk toward more socially-aware governing, the current

U.S.  President  proposed in  February tax  changes  that  support  13.2  million  low-income workers  in  the

country. From an income tax expansion point of view, the tax credit for workers who are not raising children

could be cut off to a maximum of about $1,022 a year. Among other benefits, the budget also proposed $12

billion over 10 years for families to supplement food stamps when school meal programs are closed in the

summer.  In  fiscal  year  2015,  the  federal  government  spent  $3.8  trillion,  or  21% of  the  nation’s  gross

domestic product. Of that amount, $2.05 trillion was financed by tax revenue of federal funds, $1.13 trillion

by tax revenue of trust funds, and the remaining $583 billion by borrowing. The total breakdown make up

about $12,000 for every woman, man and child in the U.S. Spending increased the most in health care,

followed by pensions and education. Welfare spending declined 20.7% from 2014 and expenditure in the

defense sector dropped 1.6%. 

In budget 2017 spending on health care research and development should increase year-over-year 4%

to $152 billion, according to the government’s proposal. Some $375 billion would be saved in new 10-year

federal healthcare programs,  including Medicare changes for seniors.  Overall  the budget deficits  would

average 2.5% of the country’s economic output over 10 years, compared to the 4.0% congressional estimate

based on existing tax and spending laws. In fiscal 2017 the deficit is forecast at $503 billion following a gap

of $616 billion in fiscal year 2016 ending on September 30. In addition, the U.S. government plans over the

next decade to raise approximately $319 billion via its oil tax plan, and this amount is now based on prices

of $10.25 a  barrel  compared to  $10 posted last  week. The estimated budget  would be steered to “21st

century” clean transportation upgrades with improved resilience and reduced emissions. Further incentives

in the U.S. budget of $4.1 trillion mean that (1) home heating oil would be temporarily exempted, (2) tax

would be collected once oil is fully phased in, (3) exported petroleum would not be subject to initial fee, (4)

average oil reserves are estimated at $10 billion barrels a day in 2026 from $4 billion barrels a day in 2022.

The fee would be $10.25 a barrel.

The way to do business in China continues to differ by the type of Western company’s operations and

how well negotiations will turn out with the nation’s main political party and policy leaders including the

Chinese President. The subway in Shanghai, for instance, has already named a station terminal after The

Walt  Disney Co (DIS)  logo  that  travels  to  Disney’s  new entertainment  park  and  resort  center.  Similar

achievements were negotiated by Internet technology and social media companies like Facebook Inc (FB)

with respect to content and advertising, automakers like Ford Motor Co (F) in account of emission control

and exports, steel manufacturers like U.S. Steel Corp (X) regarding know-how and material pricing, energy-

related industries, and cyber security themes. But while restaurant chain McDonald’s Corp (MDC) is adding

1,250 new outlets in China, other companies are wary and profit from shedding their overseas franchises.

Yum Brands! Inc (YUM) is selling a controlling stake in its Chinese unit to a consortium of local investors.

Lexmark International Inc (LXK) agreed to be bought by an investment group consisting of Chinese asset

managers in a cash transaction worth $3.6 billion. 

 Companies  overseas  are  coping with  difficulties,  just  as  the  U.S.  economy route  has  not  been

bumps-free. The Wal-Mart Stores Puerto Rico Inc, the country’s largest private employer, filed a complaint

in early December after capital city San Juan increased the tax to 6.5% from 2% on goods imported from



offshore  affiliates  to  local  companies  with  gross  revenues  of  more  than  $2.75  billion.  Worldwide  the

company last planned to close several locations, of which seven in Puerto Rico, more in Brazil and other

Latin American markets: primarily small “loss-making” stores. In the retail sector, beauty and skin care

products  have  been  selling  well  alongside  with  diverse  consumables  like  garden  items,  decorations,

furnishings and home appliances. Recent news showed somewhat slower demand for sport-related goods:

private company Vestis Retail Group LLC filed for bankruptcy protection and will close dozens of stores on

the East Coast, including one in Massachusetts. The company owns and operates outdoor sports apparel

retailer Eastern Mountain, and also owns Bob's Stores and Sport Chalet. The breakdown was announced just

weeks after rival The Sports Authority Inc of Colorado filed for bankruptcy protection with plans to close

about 140 locations, seemingly over-stored of sporting goods. 

Banks  and  automakers  have  proven  mixed  confidence  since  early  2016.  Most  car  makers  are

expected to bounce back with better sales numbers toward the fourth quarter. Banks had problems with

excessive lending and increased expenditure that resulted in job cuts. Given the strong dollar, most Euro

Currency exchange-traded funds posted year-to-date gains at the close of April 27: Double Long Euro ETN

(URR) 7.5%, Guggenheim CurrencyShares Euro Trust ETF (FXE), iPath EUR/USD Exchange Rate ETN

(ERO), and Ultra Euro ETF (ULE). Deutsche Bank AG shares lost ground after legal costs and handling of

investigation on misconduct led to an open conflict on its supervisory board. The bank’s costs for fines and

lawsuits have increased in the past years and harmed profits and capital ratios, Ticker.com said. Foreign

banks CaixaBank SA and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA (BBVA:SM) posted double-digit declines of

first-quarter net profit. Madrid-based CaixaBank is in the process of acquiring the 56% of Portugal’s Banco

BPI SA that it doesn’t already own for about 900 million euro. Importantly too, technology giant Intel Corp

(INTL)  announced  a  wide-ranging  restructuring  program  with  plans  to  reduce  its  payroll  by  12,000

employees following positive first-quarter net revenue and earnings per share.
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